
Prayers Along the Day





1. Prayer is oriented by the Spirit
“Likewise the Spirit helps us in our weakness; for we do 
not know how to pray as we ought, but that very Spirit 
intercedes with sighs too deep for words.” Romans 8:26

2. Prayer orients us in and with God 
Sometimes we aren’t right with God or we don’t know 
God or have wrong ideas about God.

3. Prayer reflects our stage of faith and our personalities

The Right Way



What is the right way to pray?

The right way to pray is to pray 

The Right Way





What does rhythm involve?

Start by praying for prayer or praying for faith!

“I believe; help my unbelief!” Mark 9:17-24 

• This embeds prayer in those times we may feel it least.
•We can pray for help in prayer!

Finding a Rhythm





Finding our Voice

Unstructured Prayer

Praying throughout our life using words that come 
from the heart and our personality.

•When the flesh pulls us, 
when the mind distracts us, 

when life floods us: pray.



Finding our Voice

Pray in all occasions

•We should intercede for this world and 
for each other and for ourselves as 
regular conversation throughout the day

•We should pray as part of a growing 
relationship with Christ



Finding our Voice
While unstructured and occasional prayers are 
important, they tend to reflect our current status

• We don’t easily grow in prayer on our own, 
so it’s also good to have discipline.
•Musicians play scales.
•Athletes run drills. 

• These are for conditioning in skill and orientation in 
performance.  

Discipline builds “muscle memory”



Missionary Everett Cattell writes about 3 misconceptions that caused him to 
struggle in prayer

1. That prayer should not be a routine, and should only when he felt 
burdened for it

2. That he should measure up to other standards or goals, like hearing 
about famous Christians who prayed 5-8 hours a day.

3. The clutter of life needed to be sorted out first.

“At long last the answer came. I learned that prayer has to be a discipline 
before it can be a joy… Regular, definite prayer gets regular, definite 
answers, and these in turn encourage to more prayer.

Praying regularly leads to praying regularly

Discipline



•It is important to learn a “vocabulary” of prayer.
•Different tools in our tool chest of spiritual 
development and response to situations.
•When we’re getting started, we don’t know the tools 

so it is good to be around those who do.

•It is also important to get to know the “beats” of 
prayer

Discipline
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